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Abstract. There are two ways of reasoning about functional programs in

the constructive type theory of the Nuprl proof development system. Nuprl
can be used in a conventional program-veri cation mode, in which functional
programs are written in a familiar style and then proven to be correct. It can
also be used in an extraction mode, where programs are not written explicitly,
but instead are extracted from mathematical proofs. Nuprl is the only constructive type theory to support both of these approaches. These approaches
are illustrated by applying Nuprl to Boyer and Moore's \majority" algorithm.

1 Introduction
A type system for a functional programming language can be syntactic or semantic.
In a syntactically typed language, such as SML1 [25], typing is a property of the syntax of expressions. Only certain combinations of language constructs are designated
\well-typed", and only well-typed expressions are given a meaning. Each well-typed
expression has a type which can be derived from its syntax, and evaluation of the
program results in a value which is \in" the type. It is usually taken to be a requirement of syntactic typing that there be an algorithm deciding whether an expression
is well-typed and has a certain type; we adopt this convention here.
In a semantically typed language, such as Lisp, typing is a property of the meaning of programs. Evaluation is de ned for essentially any combination of constructs.
A program has a type exactly if the value of the program (if it exists) is in the type.
This kind of typing is usually undecidable. For example, there is no algorithm which
decides whether an arbitrary Lisp program produces an integer.
Consider the expression head([1,2,true]) which takes the head of a list consisting
of two integers and a boolean. In SML, list elements must all have the same type,
so this would not be a well-typed program. Even though the evaluation semantics
of SML make sense for the expression, it need not be accounted for by a compiler or
mathematical semantics for the language. On the other hand, the analogous program
in Lisp has type integer simply because it evaluates to an integer.
Existing syntactically type functional languages are clearly more restrictive than
semantically typed ones. There are useful programs that can be written in Lisp, for
example, that have no analog in SML. However, syntactic type systems currently in
use are in fact quite exible and usually do not hinder natural styles of coding.
In a constructive type theory, which we here de ne to be a functional programming language with a type system that is suciently rich to serve as a logic for
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When referring to a language as functional, we mean the functional portion of the
language.

specifying and reasoning about programs, the cost of having a syntactic type system
is that strong restrictions are made on the kinds of programs that can be written.
Consider the type

T  x: N ! f y: N j y2  x < (y + 1)2 g:
This is a dependent version of the ordinary function type. T has as members functions
which map each natural number x to a member of the type of all natural numbers
y such that y2  x < (y + 1)2. We can consider this type to be a speci cation of
a square-root program. A program satis es this speci cation if it has T as its type.
With semantic typing, in order to show a program e has type T , we need to argue
that for every x of type N , evaluating the application e(x) results in a number y
such that y2  x < (y + 1)2. With syntactic typing, there must be an algorithm
deciding whether e has type T . This is a strong requirement, and essentially means
that e must somehow encode its own correctness proof.
Two of the most well-known constructive type theories are Martin-Lof's theory [23], which we will refer to here as CMCP, and the Calculus of Constructions [13].
The Calculus of Constructions is syntactically typed, and CMCP, although semantic
in conception, places restrictions on programs similar to those of its syntactically
typed descendents (such as in [27]).
Neither of these theories permits the de nition of a well-typed function by ordinary recursion. For example, encoding the function
exp(x,n) = if n=0 then 1
else if even(n) then square(exp(x,n/2))
else x*exp(x,n{1)

in CMCP requires the use of primitive recursion over the natural numbers, as in
exp'(x,n) =
letrec f(m) = if m=0 then n.0
else n. if n=0 then 1
else if even(n) then square(f(m{1)(n/2))
else x*(f(m{1)(n{1))
in f(n+1)(n).

Here we use lambda-abstraction to form functions (so n.0 is the function mapping
n to 0). We also use some syntactic sugar for CMCP's rather unconventional syntax.
The letrec form, although it looks like a normal recursive de nition, is being used

here as notation for CMCP's unfamiliar construct for primitive recursion. It locally
de nes a primitive recursive function f(m) whose recursive calls are only on m{1.
For each m, f(m) returns a function which computes exp(x,n) for any n<m. Thus
in f (n + 1)(n) the n + 1 only serves to bound the number of recursive calls. A
version of exp in the Calculus of Constructions would be quite di erent from exp',
but would be at least as far-removed from the original de nition. In addition to
having an unconventional form, the programs in the Calculus of Constructions, and
in syntactically typed versions of CMCP (in [27] for example), would be annotated
with type information.

One of the main attractions of most constructive type theories is that one need
not write programs explicitly as above. Instead, one can extract a program from a
mathematical proof. This is possible because of the propositions-as-types correspondence, whereby logical statements are encoded as types. For example, using this
encoding, the type given above for square root programs corresponds to
8 x: N: 9 y: N: y2  x < (y + 1)2 :
A proof of this statement, using only constructive rules of inference, will implicitly
give a program that belongs to the corresponding type. Thus, instead of writing a
program and then showing that it satis es a speci cation (that is, belongs to some
type), one can treat the speci cation as a logical statement, prove it, and have the
program automatically constructed.
This paper has two main purposes. The rst is to give an introduction to the
Nuprl proof development system from a functional programming perspective. The
second is to illustrate an important feature of the type theory of Nuprl that has neither been described in previous publications nor been exploited in past applications
of the system. In particular, although it is a descendent of CMCP and supports
a similar propositions-as-types principle, it is a \fully" semantic type system and
supports explicit programming in a conventional style.
One way of viewing Nuprl's type theory is that it is CMCP with Martin-Lof's
informalsemantics taken seriously. The informalsemantics he gives in [23] starts with
a fairly simple untyped programming language, and the meaning of the judgment
e 2 T , for a program e and a type expression T , is that e has a canonical form, or,
in other words, a value under evaluation, that has the appropriate form. However,
this informal semantics is not fully re ected in the inference rules. Removing this
discrepancy requires some substantial changes to the semantics and rules, as we will
explain.
We will not give a detailed description of Nuprl in this paper. Nuprl is a system
supporting formal proofs in its constructive type theory. The features that distinguish Nuprl from other interactive theorem proving systems are its approach to
display and editing of mathematical text, its type theory, and its mechanism for
automating formal reasoning, which is based on the tactic mechanism of the LCF
system [15]. The reader is referred to the Nuprl book [12] for a roughly complete account of the implemented system. Modi cations made to the system since the book
was published are documented in a reference manual distributed with the system.
Information on how to obtain the system can be obtained from the author. A number of research papers related to Nuprl have been published. Some extensions to the
type theory are described in [1, 2, 3, 6, 10, 19, 20, 24, 26]. Numerous applications of
Nuprl have been made; these include [5, 8, 9, 11, 16, 17, 18, 21, 22].
In order to illustrate explicit and implicit programming in Nuprl, and to show
how the system works, we focus on a simple case study in which we verify Boyer and
Moore's \majority" algorithm. We rst take a conventional approach, writing the
program and then proving that the output is appropriately related to the input. We
then show how the algorithm (or, rather, something close to it) can be extracted from
a proof. We explain the features of the type theory that make these two approaches
possible, and in particular point out some semantic subtleties on which the rst
approach depends. Finally, we make some concluding remarks.

2 The Majority Algorithm
A poll is an array p[0::i ? 1] of \candidates" (i  0). The vote count for a candidate
c is the number k of distinct j , 0  j < i, such that p[j ] = c. c has a majority
if 2k > i. The problem is to nd the majority candidate if one exists. Boyer and
Moore's solution [7] is a very simple algorithm: step through the poll from start to
end, keeping track of a single \leading" candidate c, arbitrary initially, and the size l
of his \lead", 0 initially. At each step, if the next candidate a in the poll is c, increase
l by one. If a 6= c, decrease l by one, unless l = 0, in which case take a as the new c
and set l = 1. Although the algorithm is simply described, it is not so obvious why it
works. A key point is that the algorithm is allowed to return an arbitrary candidate
in the case where there is no majority candidate.
Nuprl's type theory has built-in types for integers and character strings. We use
the latter for the type Cand of candidates. We represent a poll as a function mapping
integers to candidates.
We de ne two recursive functions: m computes the majority candidate together
with its \lead" over the other candidates, and count (later displayed as #) computes
vote counts.
letrec m(p,i)=
if 0<i then
let <c,l> = m(p,i-1) in
if p(i-1)=c then <c,l+1>
else if 0<l then <c,l-1>
else <p(i-1),1>
else <"noname",0>
letrec count(p,c,i)=
if 0<i then
if p(i-1)=c then 1+count(p,c,i-1)
else count(p,c,i-1)
else 0

The above programs make use of Nuprl's de nition mechanism. Objects such
as programs and types are entered into Nuprl using a structure editor. Instead of
typing text which is then parsed, a user builds an object by calling up templates with
slots to be lled in. This provides a great deal of liberty in de ning new notations,
since there is no need for them to be parsed. The syntax of Nuprl's base language is
quite primitive. The programs above are written directly in the base language, but
new notations, such as let, letrec and if, have been introduced for readability.
The letrec form uses ordinary recursion, and should not be confused with the
primitive-recursion form used in the de nition of exp'.
The rst task is to show that these functions return values of the right kind. m
should return a candidate-integer pair whenever it is applied to a poll and an integer
in the correct range. We can formalize this statement in Nuprl directly.

8p:N->Cand. 8i:N.

m(p,i) in Cand#N

Here -> and # are Nuprl's type constructors for function space and Cartesian product. The type N of natural numbers is formed from the primitive integer type by
using a subtype constructor. The proof of this is given in Figs. 1 and 2 as a pair of
\windows" on a tree structured proof.
* top
>> p:N->Cand.

8

8i:N. m(p,i) in Cand#N

BY (Id ...) THEN
(On `i` Induction...) THEN
(Unwind1 ``mjrty`` 0 ...)
1* 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
>>

p: N->Cand
j6: int
0<j6
m(p,j6-1) in Cand#N
0<j6
p(j6-1)=fst(m(p,j6-1))
snd(m(p,j6-1))+1 < 0
False

Fig.1. First step of the proof that m is well-typed.

* top 1
1. p: N->Cand
2. j6: int
3. 0<j6
4. m(p,j6-1) in Cand#N
5. 0<j6
6. p(j6-1)=fst(m(p,j6-1))
7. snd(m(p,j6-1))+1 < 0
>> False
BY (Properties ['snd(m(p,j6-1))']

...)

Fig.2. Second step.
Each window shows a part of the tree. What is displayed here is identical to what
the system actually shows, except for some white space adjustment and removal of
a few redundant parentheses. In the second line of a Nuprl window begins the goal

statement. >> is Nuprl's turnstile (`), which is used to separate hypotheses from
conclusions. In Fig. 1, the goal is the statement of the theorem we are proving.
In Fig. 2, the goal is to prove False (the contradictory proposition, equivalent to
0 = 1), under the hypotheses 1 to 7 listed above the turnstile. A hypothesis list
together with a conclusion is called a sequent.
The text following BY is entered by the user and is a tactic, which is an ML
program that reduces the goal to some (hopefully) simpler subgoals. The tactic
applied in the rst step of the proof (Fig. 1) is
(Id ...) THEN
(On `i` Induction...) THEN
(Unwind1 ``mjrty`` 0 ...).

It executes the informal reasoning step of \do induction on i, then unwind the
de nition of majority function". By \unwind", we mean replace an application of a
recursively de ned function by its de nition.
The text of the tactic used in Fig. 1 corresponds quite closely to this informal
step. Unwind unwinds an application of a recursive function. Unwind1 applies only to
the speci ed hypothesis, with 0 indicating the conclusion of the goal. The argument
mjrty to Unwind1 is the full name of the de nition of m. The \..." in the tactic
text signals a hidden use (hidden by Nuprl's text editor) of the autotactic, a tactic
that attempts to clean up nasty formal details. Id does nothing, so the tactic (Id
...) simply has the e ect of invoking the autotactic, which in this case just moves
assumptions, such as the assumption that p has type N->Cand, into the hypothesis
list. Another autotactic notation of this kind is \...+". This means that a stronger,
but slower, version of the autotactic is used. Finally, THEN is used to sequentially
apply two tactics.
The execution of the tactic in Fig. 1 produces a single subgoal, which is displayed
in the window just below the tactic. Note that this subgoal is the goal in the window
in Fig. 2. The subgoal is a detail that the autotactic was unable to take care of. It
corresponds to the rst branch of the inner if expression in the de nition of m, and
requires showing the the second component of the returned result in this case is nonnegative. This follows easily from the induction hypothesis (4): we just need to note
that snd(m(p,j6-1)) is non-negative since it is in N. This is accomplished in Fig. 2
by using the tactic Properties, which adds as new hypotheses all the properties of
the given term that follow directly from its type.
As this example shows, a Nuprl proof is tree-structured and built in a top-down
manner. The theorem being proved is at the root of the tree. The proof editor displays
a node of the proof tree through a window which shows a sequent, the tactic applied
to it, and the subgoals produced by the tactic. The rst character of the rst line
of a window gives the status of the subproof rooted at the displayed node. The * in
Figs. 1 and 2 indicate that subproofs are complete, so that the goals at each node
have been proven. The remainder of the rst line gives an address of the node within
the entire proof tree.
The statement that count is well-typed,

8p:N->Cand. 8c:Cand. 8i:N.

#(p,c,i) in Int,

is proved in exactly the same way as for m, except that only the rst step is required.

We prove m correct by rst proving an \invariant" lemma. The formulation of the
lemma, as well as the exact form of the program m, is due to N. Shankar, who proved
the program correct in the PVS system currently under development at SRI. We
prove by induction on i that if m(p,i) returns a pair <c,l>, then an upper bound
for twice the vote count in p[0..i-1] of each candidate a is i+l if a=c and i-l if
:a=c. The formalization of this statement is the goal in Fig. 3.

* top
>> p:N->Cand. i:N.
let <c,l> = m(p,i) in
a:Cand. 2 * ( #(p,a,i) + (if a=c then 0 else l) ) < i+l+1

8

8

8

BY (New ``p j`` (On `i` Induction ...) ...)
1* 1. p: N->Cand
>> let <c,l> = m(p,0) in
a:Cand. 2*(#(p,a,0)+(if a=c then 0 else l)) < (0+l)+1

8

2* 1.
2.
3.
4.

p: N->Cand
j: int
0<j
let <c,l> = m(p,j-1) in
a:Cand. 2*(#(p,a,j-1)+(if a=c then 0 else l)) < ((j-1)+l)+1
>> let <c,l> = m(p,j) in
a:Cand. 2*(#(p,a,j)+(if a=c then 0 else l)) < (j+l)+1

8
8

Fig.3. The main lemma.
The rst step simply applies induction. The tactic New just picks some nice
variable names to be used in the subproofs. The rst subgoal is knocked o in one
step, shown in Fig. 4.

* top 1
1. p: N->Cand
>> let <c,l> = m(p,0) in
a:Cand. 2*(#(p,a,0)+(if a=c then 0 else l)) < (0+l)+1

8

BY (Unwind ``count mjrty`` ...+)

Fig.4. Base case of induction.

The induction step is shown in Fig. 5. An obvious approach to proving this
goal is to unwind m, replacing m(p,j) with the body of m, and then do the case
analysis suggested by the if expression in the de nition of m. The tactic UnwindTerm
accomplishes the rst task, and Cases the second. The purpose of ETerm is as follows.
When we unwind m, we get an expression containing
let <c,l> = m(p,j-1)
ETerm 'm(p,j-1)' generalizes m(p,j-1) to a variable, and then, since the variable
has a type which is a product, splits the variable into a pair of variables (so it
\eliminates" the term). This enables the simpli er (in the autotactic) to remove the
let expression.
Each of the three subgoals generated by the case analysis in Fig 5 is proved in
one step. Rather than show the entire step, which would include redisplaying the
subgoal, we just show the tactics used. The rst subgoal is proven by
(InstHyp ['a'] 7 ...)
THEN UnwindTerm '#(p,a,j)'
THEN (Cases ['a=c'] THEN Cases ['a=p(j-1)'] ...+)

The step here is to use the induction hypothesis on a and do the case analysis
suggested by the if expressions in the instantiated induction hypothesis and in the
conclusion of the goal. InstHyp instantiates the universally quanti ed formula in
hypothesis 7 on the term a.
The proof of the second subgoal of Fig. 5 is identical to that of the rst, except
that 7 becomes 8, and the proof of the third is the same as that of the second, except
that we need to give a hint to the simpli er by using the tactic
(Assert 'l = 0' ...)

This simply notes as a new hypothesis the obvious fact that l=0; the simpli er will
use this to simplify l to 0 wherever it occurs.
The nal statement of correctness of m is the goal in Fig. 6. It says that if a is
a majority candidate, then m computes it. The theorem is proved by instantiating
the lemma we just proved, and breaking m(p,i) into a pair <c,l>. The autotactic
is not smart enough to complete the proof. We help it in Fig. 7 by pointing out
the case analysis suggested by the if expression in hypothesis 7 and then proving
the resulting subgoal by doing some low-level reasoning about the monotonicity
properties of integer inequalities, using the tactic
(Mono 7 `-` 8 THEN OnLast
THEN (Assert '0 l' ...)



i.

MonoWithR i `-` 'l = l' ...)

It would be straightforward to encapsulate in a tactic the operation of performing
case analyses suggested by if expressions, and the low-level inequality reasoning
can be dealt with automatically by a procedure such as Shostak's [28], (a Nuprl
implementation of which has just been completed).

* top 2
1. p: N->Cand
2. j: int
3. 0<j
4. let <c,l> = m(p,j-1) in
a:Cand. 2*(#(p,a,j-1)+(if a=c then 0 else l)) < ((j-1)+l)+1
>> let <c,l> = m(p,j) in
a:Cand. 2*(#(p,a,j)+(if a=c then 0 else l)) < (j+l)+1

8
8

BY (New ``c l`` (UnwindTerm 'm(p,j)' THEN ETerm 'm(p,j-1)' ...) ...)
THEN (Cases ['p(j-1)=c'; '0<l'] ...+)
% suggested by the definition of mjrty %
1* 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
>>

p: N->Cand
j: int
c: Cand
l: N
a: Cand
p(-1+j)=c
a1:atom. 2*#(p,a1,-1+j)+2*(if a1=c then 0 else l) < j+l
0<j
2*#(p,a,j)+2*(if a=p(-1+j) then 0 else 1+l) < 2+(j+l)

2* 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
>>

p: N->Cand
j: int
c: Cand
l: N
a: Cand
0<l
(p(-1+j)=c)
a1:atom. 2*#(p,a1,-1+j)+2*(if a1=c then 0 else l) < j+l
0<j
2*#(p,a,j)+2*(if a=c then 0 else -1+l) < j+l

3* 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
>>

8

:
8

p: N->Cand
j: int
c: Cand
l: N
a: Cand
(0<l)
(p(-1+j)=c)
a1:atom. 2*#(p,a1,-1+j)+2*(if a1=c then 0 else l) < j+l
2*#(p,a,j)+2*(if a=p(-1+j) then 0 else 1) < 2+j

:
:
8

Fig.5. Induction step.

* top
>> p:N->Cand. i:N.
i < 2 * #(p,a,i)

8

8

8a:Cand.
=>

a = fst(m(p,i))

BY (Id ...)
THEN (InstLemma `invariant` ['p';'i';'a'] ...)
THEN ((New ``c l`` ((ETerm 'm(p,i)') ...) ...+) ...+)
1* 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
>>

p: N->Cand
i: N
a: Cand
c: Cand
l: N
i < 2*#(p,a,i)
2*#(p,a,i)+2*(if a=c then 0 else l) < 1+(i+l)
a=c

Fig. 6. Correctness of m.

* top 1
1. p: N->Cand
2. i: N
3. a: Cand
4. c: Cand
5. l: N
6. i < 2*#(p,a,i)
7. 2*#(p,a,i)+2*(if a=c then 0 else l) < 1+(i+l)
>> a=c
BY (Cases ['a=c'] ...+)
1* 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

p: N->Cand
i: N
a: Cand
c: Cand
l: N
(a=c)
2*l+2*#(p,a,i) < 1+(i+l)

:

Fig. 7. An obvious case analysis.

3 Extracting a Majority Algorithm
The proof presented in the previous section can easily be modi ed so that a majority
vote algorithm can be extracted from it. Before we explain the features of Nuprl's
type theory that make this extraction possible, we will show the modi ed proof and
point out the steps which implicitly introduce parts of the program.
We modify the statement of the correctness theorem by replacing the statement
that m produces appropriate output with a statement that just says that an appropriate output value exists. So, instead of

8p:N->Cand. 8i:N.
8a:Cand. i < 2

* #(p,a,i)

=>

a = fst(m(p,i)),

we have
8p:N->Cand. 8i:N. 9c:Cand.
8a:Cand. i < 2 * #(p,a,i)

=> a=c.

To prove this, we rst prove an analogous modi cation of the invariant lemma.
The prove is again by induction. The rst step is shown in Fig. 8. Although this
step is the same as before, it now has the additional e ect of introducing part of a
program. In particular, its contribution to the program extracted from the proof of
this theorem is a construct for primitive recursion over the integers; this will play
the role of the ordinary recursion in the de nition of m.

* top
>> p:N->Cand. i:N. c:Cand. l:N.
a:Cand. 2 * ( #(p,a,i) + (if a=c then 0 else l) ) < i+l+1

8

8

8

9

9

BY (New ``p j`` (On `i` Induction ...) ...)
1* 1. p: N->Cand
>> c:Cand. l:N. a:Cand.
2*(#(p,a,0)+(if a=c then else l)) < (0+l)+1
2* 1. p: N->Cand
2. j: int
3. 0<j
4. a19: Cand
5. a21: N
6. a:Cand. 2*(#(p,a,j-1)+(if a=a19 then 0 else a21))
< ((j-1)+a21)+1
>> c:Cand. l:N. a:Cand.
2*(#(p,a,j)+(if a=c then 0 else l)) < (j+l)+1

9

9

8

8
9

9

8

Fig.8. First step in modi ed lemma.

The rst subgoal is proved as before, except that we additionally need to provide
witnesses for the existential quanti ers. The goal is proved by the tactic
(ITerms ['"noname"';'0'] ...) THEN (Unwind ``count`` ...+)

where ITerms provides the values to be used for c and l. This step introduces the
\base case" value into the program, which corresponds to last line of the de nition
of m (the i=0 case).
The proof of the second subgoal proceeds as before, except that we rst use a
tactic that repairs the unfortunate choice the tactic made of a19 and a21 as names for
the witnesses in the induction hypothesis. Fig. 9 shows the step following the repair.
We do the same case analysis as before, but we additionally provide the existential
witnesses for each of the three cases. The bulk of the extracted program is built in
this step. The case analysis contributes a conditional expression corresponding to
the inner if in the de nition of m, and supplying the witnesses contributes the pairs
to be returned in the branches of the conditional. We do not show the subgoals in
Fig. 9 because they are almost identical to those in Fig. 5, and are proved exactly
the same way.
* top 2 1
1. p: N->Cand
2. j: int
3. 0<j
4. c: Cand
5. l: N
6. a:Cand. 2*(#(p,a,j-1)+(if a=c then 0 else l))<((j-1)+l)+1
>> c:Cand. l:N. a:Cand.
2*(#(p,a,j)+(if a=c then 0 else l))<(j+l)+1

8
9

9

8

BY (Cases ['p(j-1)=c'; '0<l'] ...) THENL
[(ITerms ['c';'l+1'] ...+);
(ITerms ['c';'l-1'] ...+);
(ITerms ['p(j-1)';'1'] ...+)
]

Fig. 9. Induction step in modi ed lemma.
The rst step of the proof of the modi ed correctness theorem is shown in Fig. 10.
The step is the same as before, except that we use a tactic to explicitly point out that
the candidate satisfying the theorem is the one give by the lemma. The contribution
of this step to the nal extracted program is to apply the program from the lemma
to the arguments p and i, and to project out the rst component (c) of the returned
result.
Fig. 11 shows the program, syntactically beauti ed for readability, that was extracted from this theorem. The program refers to the extraction of the lemma (which

* top
>> p:N->Cand. i:N.
c:Cand. a:Cand. i < 2 * #(p,a,i) => a=c

8

9

8
8

BY (Id ...) THEN
(New ``c l`` (InstLemma `invariant ext` ['p';'i'] ...) ...) THEN
(ITerm 'c' ...)
1* 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
>>

p: N->Cand
i: N
c: Cand
l: N
a:Cand. 2*(#(p,a,i)+(if a=c then 0 else l))<(i+l)+1
a: Cand
i<2*#(p,a,i)
a=c

8

Fig.10. Modi ed correctness theorem: rst step.
is named invariant ext); this program is also shown in the gure. Although one
can recognize the elements of m in these programs, some parts could be simpli ed,
and there is a large amount of what seems to be junk. The letrec here is notation
for primitive recursion, not general recursion as in the de nition of m. The case
statements do a case analysis on the form of their rst argument. The value of
case e of
inl(x) -> a
inr(x) -> b,

if e has a value of the form inl(u), is a, where x takes on the value u, and analogously
if e is inr(u). Note that the case statements in the extracted program could be
eliminated. The program also contains \junk", most of which involves -abstraction
or the constant axiom. For example, instead of the expected pair <"noname",0> in
the base case, we have
<"noname",<0,a.axiom>>.

There are two sources for this clutter. First of all, the form of an extracted
program is very sensitive to the structure of the relevant proofs, and also to the
exact way in which relevant lemmas are stated. Developers of tactics and libraries
of theorems for Nuprl have focused on the mathematics. Little attention has been
paid to whether the design of the tactics or the statements of theorems yields the
best programs. A more fundamental reason for the clutter is due to the nature of
the program extraction feature. We will return to this point after we discuss the
propositions-as-types correspondence in the next section.
An important point to keep in mind is that we can deal with an extracted program abstractly. When writing other programs, we can use it simply by referring to

p i.

let <c,x>=term of(invariant ext)(p)(i) in
let <y,z>=x in
<c, u v. axiom>

 

p i.

letrec f(n) =
if n=0 then x.<"noname",<0, a.axiom>>;
else
x.
(let <c,x> = f(n-1)(axiom) in
let <l,x> = x in
case (if p(j-1)=c then inl(axiom) else inr( x.x)) of
inl(x) -> <c,<l+1, a.axiom>>
inr(x) -> case (if 0=l then inl(axiom) else inr(axiom)) of
inl(x) -> <c,<l-1, a.axiom>>
inr(x) -> <p(j-1),<1, a.axiom>>
)(axiom)
in f(i)















Fig. 11. Extraction from the lemma.
the name of the theorem from which it was extracted. When reasoning about the
extracted program, we do not look at its implementation, but rather just use the fact
that it satis es the speci cation which is the statement of the theorem. Typically,
we do not explicitly refer the extracted program at all. Instead, we build further
programs by extraction, and it is uses of the rule to invoke previous lemmas that
implicitly add previously extracted programs.

4 The Nuprl Type Theory
4.1 Propositions-as-Types
It is the propositions-as-types correspondence that is responsible for the ability to
extract programs from proofs. The idea is that for each way of forming a logical
statement, there is a corresponding type constructor. Thus logical statements are
encoded as types. The members of the types correspond to \computational evidence"
for the corresponding propositions. The truth of a logical statement is identi ed with
the corresponding type having a member. \Truth" here is truth in a constructive
sense. One way to think of constructive truth is as a re nement of ordinary (i.e.
classical) truth: a statement is constructively true if it is true and in addition there
is a program, or construction, that \witnesses" the truth. This characterization is
philosophically incorrect, but accurate enough for a practical understanding. Table 1
shows the basic correspondence. Each element of the second column uses a built-in
type constructor of Nuprl. The third column shows typical elements of the types.
The type x: A ! B is the dependent function type, so-called because the type of
a value of the function can depend on the argument. Values in this type have the

Table 1. The propositions-as-types correspondence.
False

void

A)B A!B
x: b
A & B A#B
ha; bi
A _ B A j B inl (a), inr (b)
8 x: A: B x: A ! B x: b
9 x: A: B x: A # B ha; bi

form x: b and have the property that for every a 2 A, b[a=x] 2 B [a=x]. The type
x: A # B is a dependent version of the usual Cartesian product. Values in it have
the form ha; bi where a 2 A and b 2 B [a=x]. A j B is a disjoint union type, and void
is the empty type.
How do we represent the proposition that two objects are equal? In ordinary
mathematics, which takes place in set theory, there is one single notion of equality:
two objects are equal if and only if they are the same set. The situation is di erent
in type theory because the objects are not sets but programs from an untyped
programming language. Consider the programs

f  n. 0
f  n. if n<0 then 1 else 0
0

Let N be the type of natural numbers, and let Int be the type of all integers. Both
f and f are members of both N ! N and Int ! N . However, they are equal when
considered as members of the rst type, since they both output 0 on any n 2 N , but
they are unequal when considered as members of the second type, since they di er
on ?1. Hence the notion of equality depends on types.
The type theory has a special type constructor to re ect this notion of equality.
In particular, for any type A and members a; b of A there is a type denoted
0

a=b 2 A
which has a single value axiom as a member when a and b are equal as members of A,
and which is empty otherwise. The formulas of the form a in A, used in the theorems
that m and count are well-typed, are actually de ned in terms of the equality type:
a in A stands for a = a 2 A.
For convenience, Nuprl also has a type that re ects integer inequality: if a and
b are integers (that is, they are programs that evaluate to integers), then a < b is a
type which has axiom as a member if (the value of) a is less than (the value of) b.
The description given above of the dependent function type is incomplete because
it does not take equality into account. There is an additional restriction that a
member of x: A ! B must respect equality, mapping equal members a; a of A to
equal members of B [a=x]. Note that for this to make sense, we must also require
that B [a=x] and B [a =x] have the same members and same equality relation.
0

0

To illustrate the propositions-as-types correspondence, consider the statement of
the main theorem of the previous section. When we change the logical connectives
to the type constructors they stand for, the statement is as follows.
p:(N ! Cand) ! i: N ! c: Cand # (a: Cand ! i < 2  #(p; a; i) ! a = c 2 Cand):
A member of this type is a function f that takes p and i as arguments and returns
a pair whose rst component is a member of Cand and whose second component is
a member of the type
a: Cand ! i < 2  #(p; a; i) ! a = c 2 Cand
The only possible member of this type (up to equality) is a: v: axiom, and it is
a member if and only if for every a 2 Cand, if i < 2  #(p; a; i) then a and c are
equal. Thus f applied to p and i returns a pair < c; u > where c is a candidate and
u is \evidence" that c is a majority candidate if there is a majority candidate. It is
this latter kind of uninteresting evidence which clutters up the program in Fig. 11.
It seems to be unavoidable if one sticks to the subset of Nuprl similar to CMCP. For
example, it is present in Backhouse's hand-crafted version of the majority algorithm
in [4]. One way in which the uninteresting evidence can be eliminated is to use
Nuprl's subtype constructor in place of the dependent Cartesian product. See the
Nuprl book [12] for more on this approach.
The rules of Nuprl are designed so that whenever a sequent >> T has a proof,
then T is a type and we can compute from the proof a member t 2 T , called the
extraction of the proof. A sequent with hypotheses also has an extraction, which
may mention the variables declared in the hypothesis list. The extraction of a proof
can be computed bottom-up since each rule of Nuprl speci es how to compute the
extraction for its conclusion given extractions for its premises.
To give an idea of how the rules are designed, we look at two simpli ed rules
for the function type. We show the rules upside-down, with the premises of the rule
listed below the conclusion of the rule, in order to parallel the goal/subgoal view
taken in the previous sections. We also annotate the rule with a speci cation of how
the extraction is to be computed. The rst rule is as follows.
>> x: A ! B ext x: b
x : A >> B ext b.
In terms of the corresponding logical statements, this rule says that to prove 8 x: A: B
it suces to prove B under the assumption that x is in A. The parts following ext
in the rule say that if b (which may refer to x) is the extraction for a proof of the
subgoal, then the extraction for the goal is x: b.
The second rule is
>> B ext f (a)
>> A ! B ext f
>> A ext a.
In logical terms, this is modus ponens: to prove B , it suces to prove A and A ) B
for some A. If the extraction for the rst subgoal is f (so f 2 A ! B ), and the

extraction for the second subgoal is a (so a 2 A) then the extraction for the goal is
f (a) (f (a) 2 B ).
Each of these two rules introduces a single programming-language construct into
an extraction. The rst introduces -abstraction, and the second introduces application. Every construct in Nuprl's programming language has a corresponding rule
that introduces it. As another example, the primitive-recursion form, which appears
in the extracted majority program, is introduced by the rule for integer induction.

4.2 Reasoning About Explicit Programs
The ability to reason about explicit programs as we did in the proof that m is correct
relies on some rather subtle points of Nuprl's type theory. These points are related
to the induction rule(s) and the \direct computation" rules. Before discussing these,
we need to say more about the relationship of equality to the inference rules.
Consider the following \explicit" version of the rst rule above for function types.
>> x: b 2 A ! B
x : A >> b 2 B .
This essentially says that x: b is a member of A ! B if for every argument it
produces a value of the right type. This is a stronger rule than it might at rst
appear, since a member of A ! B must also preserve equality. Thus we need to give
a semantics to sequents such that if
x : A >> b 2 B .
is true, then it follows that if a and a are equal members of A then b[a=x] and b[a =x]
are equal members of B . The basic idea for such a semantics is due to Martin-Lof [23],
and is one of the most important innovations in the design of his type theory. The
idea involves incorporating a functionality requirement in the semantics of sequents
(our sequents correspond to the hypothetical judgements of [23]). Part of the meaning
of a sequent is that the conclusion is functional in the hypotheses, in the sense that
equal members of the hypothesis types give equal conclusions, and also that each
hypothesis is functional in previous hypotheses.
To see how Nuprl's rules are used to reason about explicit programs, let us
consider a simple example. De ne g by
letrec g(n) = if n=0 then 1 else n  g(n ? 1).
To prove
n : N >> g(n) 2 N
we use the rule for induction on the natural numbers.2 The subgoals are
>> g(0) 2 N
and
0

2

0

Actually, Nuprl has a built-in induction rule for the integers, and the restriction to natural
numbers is a derived rule.

n : N , n > 0, g(n ? 1) 2 N

>>

g(n) 2 N .

Proving both of these subgoals involves using Nuprl's direct computation rules, which
allow one to perform symbolic computation steps on parts of a sequent. For the rst
subgoal, we can replace g(0) by the result, 1, of evaluating it. For the second subgoal,
by performing some symbolic computation steps, we reduce the sequent to

n : N , n > 0, g(n ? 1) 2 N

>>

(if n=0 then 1 else n  g(n ? 1)) 2 N .

This is easily proved using the induction hypothesis.
The direct computation rules are justi ed because of Nuprl's semantic typing.
The soundness proof for these rules is based on results in [19]. The induction rule
is surprisingly dicult to justify, and is in fact false if straightforward adaptations
of Martin-Lof's de nition of functionality are used. A version of functionality under
which the rule is valid was discovered by Allen [2]. This version, called pointwise
functionality, is fairly complicated, but does capture an intuitively appealing notion
of functionality.
Direct computation and the induction rule can be used to derive a new induction
rule which does not introduce an ind form into extractions, but, instead, introduces
a scheme for ordinary recursion of the kind used in m. To illustrate this, we consider
a simple example. Suppose Nk is the type of all integers 0  i < k. Nk is de nable in
Nuprl as a subtype of the integers. A derived induction rule, in the form of a lemma,
is
8 P : N ! U: [8 k: N: (8 n: Nk : P (n)) ) P (k)] ) 8 n: N: P (n):
where U is the type of all \small" types (U itself is not \small"). We can prove the
lemma in such a way that the extracted program is a scheme for general recursion.
To do this, we simply supply the desired scheme in the rst step of the proof. The
resulting subgoal is to show that the scheme is a member of the above type.
The scheme is
P: F: (F );
where

(F )  letrec f(x)=F(x)(f):

We need to prove
1. P: N ! U
2. F: 8 k: N: (8 n: Nk : P (n)) ) P (k)
3. n: N
>>

(F )(n) 2 P (n)

The proof of this uses induction on n and is similar to the proof for g above. It uses the
fact that (F )(n) can be rewritten to F (n)((F )) with some symbolic computation
steps. The induction step uses hypothesis 2, which implies that if (F )(n) 2 P (n)
for all n < k, then F (k)((F )) 2 P (k).

5 Conclusion
It was Stuart Allen who rst noticed that Nuprl's induction rule permitted reasoning
about programs de ned by general recursion. In this paper we have pursued this
insight a bit further, and have provided some evidence that there is no practical
reason to include cumbersome constructs like primitive recursion in the underlying
programming language of Nuprl's type theory. As with Feferman's theories [14],
there is a large degree of exibility to reason about the computational behaviour of
programs, and it seems clear that a Nuprl-like type theory could be based on just
about any untyped functional programming language. In fact, it should be possible
to use the functional portion of Standard ML [25] (discarding ML's types).
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